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Year 4- Homework Timetable
Autumn 1
Week

Spellings
Spelling Test: Thursdays

Week 1

Week 2

Maths

Learning Log Task

Reading

Arithmetic Test: Fridays

Due on Wednesdays

Practise every day

‘e’ sound spelt ‘ea’
1. dead
2. head
3. read
4. bread
5. breath
6. spread
7. health
8. wealth
9. feather
10. weather
Plus: 5 secret spellings!

Place Value
Recognise the value of digits in a 4
digit number (thousands, hundreds,
tens & ones)
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.

‘ask’, ‘ast’, ‘ass’ words
1. ask
2. mask
3. flask
4. cast
5. last
6. vast
7. disaster
8. pass
9. class
10. grass

Place Value
Recognise the value of digits in a 4
digit number (thousands, hundreds,
tens & ones)
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Science
Climate change (or global warming), is
the process of our planet heating up. The
changing climate will actually make our
weather more extreme and
unpredictable. As temperatures rise,
some areas will get wetter and lots of
animals (and humans!) could find they're
not able to adapt to their changing
climate.
We would like you to think of at least 5
ways of stopping or minimising this
process. Write a paragraph on each of
these ideas. Do not forget to add
drawings or photographs to make your
work outstanding.
It’s Roald Dahl Day on the 13th
September!
Write about your favourite Roald Dahl
book. Tell me about your favourite
character and favourite part in the story.
You could even draw some of your
favourite characters in the style of
Quentin Blake!

Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by an
adult

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by an
adult

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Plus: 5 secret spellings!
‘ur’ sound spelt ‘ur’ and ‘ure’
1. burn
2. curl
3. hurt
4. purse
5. curve
6. burst
7. measure
8. treasure
9. picture
10. adventure
Plus: 5 secret spellings!

Place Value
Find 1000 more or less than any
given number
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

History
Create a fact file on everything you
already know about The Victorians.
Present your information neatly using
joined handwriting, pictures and
or/diagrams.

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by an
adult

Please write using a black or blue pen
and draw pictures with a pencil.

Double consonants
1. happy
2. rabbit
3. tennis
4. messy
5. silly
6. kitten
7. potter
8. coffee
9. summer
10. grammar
Plus: 5 secret spellings!

Place Value
Round any number to the nearest
10, 100 or 1000

Silent o , h (revision)
1. young

Place Value

Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Online Safety
Prepare to tell the class about the
importance of keeping safe online. Write
some ‘top-tips’ for keeping safe when
using the internet.

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by an
adult

Your information should be eye-catching.
Perhaps you could include drawings/
pictures.

History

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.

Week 6

Week 7

2. enough
3. double
4. trouble
5. country
6. chemist
7. character
8. chorus
9. choir
10. scheme
Plus: 5 secret spellings!

Round any number to the nearest
10, 100 or 1000
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Silent c (revision)
1. scene
2. scenic
3. scenery
4. scent
5. science
6. scissors
7. scientific
8. discipline
9. fascinated
10. crescent
Plus: 5 secret spellings!

Addition and Subtraction
Add and subtract with numbers up
to 4 digits
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Prefix – dis, mis, in. Change the
meaning of the root word

Addition and Subtraction

Research the food which the Victorians
ate to add to our work from class to
create a beautiful Victorian-themed
menu for your cafe!

Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by an
adult

You could even try to make some!
Present your menu neatly.

Art
Create a beautiful piece of Victorian
themed’ art using inspiration from the
very famous silhouette portraits. There
will be a competition to see if we can
guess which one you are!

Literacy

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by an
adult

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.

Week 8

1. dislike
2. disobey
3. disagree
4. disappear
5. mislead
6. misbehave
7. misspell
8. inactive
9. incorrect
10. invisible
Plus: 5 secret spellings!

Add and subtract with numbers up
to 4 digits
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Prefix – il, im, ir, un. Change the
meaning of the root word
1. illegal
2. illegible
3. illogical
4. impossible
5. imperfect
6. immature
7. irregular
8. irresponsible
9. unkind
10. unbelievable
Plus: 5 secret spellings!

Addition and Subtraction
Use inverse operations to check
answers to a calculation
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Your task this week is to write a spooky
story about a Victorian workhouse. The
workhouse is haunted- what is it like in
the workhouse and what is happening
there?! Your story should include a
powerful setting description of the
workhouse using adjectives and adverbs.

Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by an
adult

Remember to present your work neatly,
using joined handwriting.

Design Technology
You work for a building company and this
week you must present your design of a
workhouse or a Victorian house to the
people who will decide if you get the
money for your building!
Make a model to show what a Victorian
house or a Workhouse would have
looked like- you could even put model
people inside!

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by an
adult

